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Robert Dunlops death in May 2008
shocked the entire road-racing community.
The manner of his death, echoing that of
his elder brother, Joey, in 2000, seemed a
particularly poignant coincidence. Robert
Dunlop was a road-racing legend. His first
major victory was in the Cookstown 100
250cc race in 1985. Two years later he won
the man-of-the-meeting award, taking the
125cc, 350cc and 1000cc races. More
victories followed in the succeeding years.
But in 1994 Robert had a major accident at
the Formula 1 TT in the Isle of Man.
Receiving terrible injuries, he was lucky to
escape with his life. Most people believed
that his career was over, and his long
convalescence meant that he did not appear
on a race track again until early 1996. He
raced on until the end of the 2004 season,
fighting the pain and disability left by his
injuries. In 2005 he was elected to the Irish
Motorcycle Hall of Fame, and then he
made a dramatic return to motorcycle
racing the following year when he notched
a record-breaking fifteenth win at the North
West 200 meeting. This book is a
celebration of Roberts life and career in
more than two hundred photographs, taken
at all the major circuits at which he
competed: the Isle of Man TT, the Ulster
Grand Prix, the North West 200, the
Cookstown 100, the Skerries 100 and
others. The photographs are augmented by
a biographical essay from Jimmy Walker,
the distinguished Belfast journalist.
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Robert Dunlop: Life and Times of a Legend - With Liam Becketts book recalling his time at the side of the late
motorcycling racing pilgrims to celebrate the life and career of the late, great Robert Dunlop. He would have been an
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absolute legend had he stayed safe.. Racings most spectacular tyre failures - This book is a celebration of Roberts life
and career in more than two hundred photographs, taken at all the major circuits at which he competed: the Isle of Man
Images for Robert Dunlop: Life and Times of a Legend Robert Dunlop never wanted to retire according to his
widow Louise. a new book Robert Dunlop, Life and times of a the Legend written by Stephen Davison I was in
Easons OConnell St. this afternoon a they have *Robert Dunlop. Life and times of a Legend* in hardback by Jimmy
Walker on sale at Dunlop movie makes racing legends family proud - Mirror Online Libro ROBERT DUNLOP
LIFE AND TIMES OF A LEGEND, di Walker Jimmy. Acquista il libro online sul sito della libreria Gilena, libri di
auto, moto e modellismo. Death of Robert Dunlop: 19 May 2008: Northern Ireland Assembly Robert Dunlop-life
and times of a legend. 2 likes. Book. Holdings: Robert Dunlop : - NLI Catalogue Human error or technical failure,
both happen in our every day life. Robert Dunlop, a five-times TT winner, brother of legend Joey Dunlop (26 Robert
Dunlop told it straight just like McEnroe - Buy Robert Dunlop by Pacemaker Press International, Jimmy Walker
(ISBN: 9780717145966) from Amazons Book Store. Robert Dunlop was a road-racing legend. This book is a
celebration of Roberts life and career in more than two in six best selling books: Joey Dunlop King of the Roads,
Beautiful Danger, Ragged Edge Hard Roads, Robert Dunlop The Life and Times of a Legend Robert Dunlop and
Racing with Fate Culture Northern Ireland six best selling books: Joey Dunlop King of the Roads, Beautiful
Danger, Ragged Edge Hard Roads, Robert Dunlop The Life and Times of a Legend and Robert Dunlop died after
modified brake accident, says inquest I was in Easons OConnell St. this afternoon a they have *Robert Dunlop. Life
and times of a Legend* in hardback by Jimmy Walker on sale at A personal tribute to legendary journalist and
punters friend Northern Ireland road racing legend Joey Dunlop died in 2000, but remains an iconic figure in Joey
Dunlop and his brother Robert competing at the North West 200 in 1990 Its a great life being on the edge all the time.
Cycle World Magazine - Google Books Result Robert Dunlop was a road-racing legend. His first major victory was in
the Cookstown 100 250cc race in 1985. Two years later he won the man-of-the-meeting Robert Dunlop, Life and
Times of a Legend General Sports Books Stephen Robert Dunlop (25 November 1960 ) was a Northern Irish
motorcycle 3 Awards 4 Personal life 5 Death 6 References 7 External links . Dunlop had been racing in the 250cc class
that year for the first time since the Robert Dunlop: Life and Times of a Legend: Jimmy - Robert Dunlop didnt get
away with it. Not this time. So here he is, dying on the side of a road. Just like older brother Joey, eight years earlier.
The Dunlop motorcycling dynasty: Life, death and glory on the roads The sons of road-racing legend Robert
Dunlop have revealed their pride at Joey was killed riding in Estonia in 2000 while Robert lost his life in action at He
said: Were all going to die some time, you might as well do it Stephen Davison Folio - Influx - Influx Magazine
Robert Dunlop - Wikipedia of the late Robert Dunlop and his wife Louise and he penned Robert Dunlop Life and
Times of a Legend. Sadly Robert lost his life during Robert Dunlop-life and times of a legend Facebook He was a
legend in the sport of motorcycle racing, a true Ulsterman, Some Members knew Robert Dunlop personally, and he was
known As Members know, he tragically lost his life last Thursday evening, Without doubt, we can say to Roberts
family that Gods mercy will endure for them at this time of Forums - Robert Dunlop Book Find great deals on eBay
for robert dunlop and 1988 one pound coin. Shop with Robert Dunlop: Life and Times of a Legend-ExLibrary. 9.90. +
7.16 robert dunlop eBay Seeley bids to overtake legend Robert Dunlops record of 15 wins. Michael Dunlop set a
provisional pole position time for Saturdays Robert Dunlop: Life and Times of a Legend: : Jimmy is a good way of
life, says Robert Dunlop (yellow leathers), brother of the late Joey Dunlop, Isle of Man 1T legend. blown in fiuffy white
clouds. In the paddock Robert Dunlop Book - Forums Motorcycle legend Robert Dunlop died when he inadvertently
hit the of the circuit in Co Londonderry for the first time after the changes had Full Throttle: Robert Dunlop, Road
Racing and Me: Full Throttle: Robert Dunlop, road racing and me eBook: Liam Beckett: Now, for the first time,
Liam talks candidly about their incredible partnership the . A brilliant account of the life of legend Robert Dunlop as
seen by and including LB. Full Throttle: Robert Dunlop, road racing and me eBook: Liam Robert Dunlop died
after modified brake accident - inquest (From Jimmy Walker - Robert Dunlop: Life and Times of a Legend jetzt
kaufen. ISBN: 9780717145966, Fremdsprachige Bucher - Motorsport.
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